THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Digitalization and Compliance
Abstract

When experts talk about the Internet of Things they make it seem like a natural, fluent
and obvious development. Digitalization would automatically push this concept and
implement it in every industry. What they don’t tell you is that with digitalization came
new barriers with a rise in regulations, like GDPR, that heavily influence any
organizations handling consumer data, which is every company of the future.
This paper aims to educate the recipient about the reality of IoT and give some
prospects on how the changing regulation are an essential business factor which
needs to be not only considered but addressed effectively.
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The Internet of Things
“The opportunity we have is
to build a secure, intelligent
platform that solves some of
the world’s greatest problems at scale. That’s what’s
possible with hundreds of
billions of connections and
the capabilities that we can
deliver together.”

— Chuck Robbins, CEO of Cisco
Systems

“Everything that can be
automated will be
automated.”

— Robert Cannon, Internet law
and policy expert

“What the Internet of Things
is really about is information
technology that can gather
its own information. Often
what it does with that
information is not tell a
human being something, it
[just] does something.”
— Kevin Ashton, technology
pioneer and co-founder of
AutoID
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Can you handle all the data?
Introduction

The term Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the connection of physical devices to the
internet, from everyday objects like your fridge or home thermostat to industrial things
like supply-chain sensors or geofencing (monitoring of digital geographical borders).
Things, or devices, are embedded with electronics, internet connectivity and other
necessary forms of hardware (e.g. sensors) to enable them to communicate and interact
with other devices via the internet allowing users and systems to remotely monitor and
control these devices.
The convergence of multiple technologies like artificial intelligence, embedded
systems, real-time analytics, commodity sensors, and machine learning has shaped IoT.
Further traditional fields of wireless sensor networks, embedded systems, automation
(e.g. building and home automation), and more contributed to the enablement of IoT.
IoT devices support one ore multiple common ecosystems and can be controlled via
the individual’s master device or any other device of this environment with sufficient
admin rights and processing capabilities (most commonly smartphones or tablets).
Regarding the individual or consumer, IoT technology has seen its most common
applications in the concept of a “smart home”, which covers devices and appliances
like the aforementioned fridge and thermostat as well as home security systems,
cameras or smart lighting.
IoT most commonly struggles with criticism pertaining to privacy and security. This is
especially pertinent due to the constant pervasive presence of IoT devices and the
simultaneous collecting of often sensitive information. If data is stolen or tampered
with there could be economic or personal implications for individuals and
organizations.
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If data that is public is being changed maliciously, it could have legal consequences.
Also, the theft of data may breach system security or reveal information not intended
for the general public.
Governments responded to the increasing degree of digitalization and have
introduced several regulations to ensure individuals’ privacy and restrict organizations

Three types of M2M
communication for IoT:
Orange: Smart devices &
Gateways
Blue: Constrained devices &
sensors

Distributed IoT

from leveraging information in their favor while effecting individuals negatively.

IoT Systems – Distributed | Decentralized | Centralized
IoT is made up of a vast assortment of independent nodes that communicate
autonomously with other nodes (machine to machine communication, M2M). These
nodes, machines or smart devices, can be organized in three general system categories
– centralized, decentralized and distributed – which will be described hereafter.
Distributed IoT networks (Fig. 1) are the “purest” form of IoT, where each node is acting
autonomously while being interconnected with all other nodes of the network. These
independent devices need significant processing power and some sort of sufficient
storage.
+

Able to process complex task fast through permanent or temporary sub-networks

+

No single-point network failure due to independency and ability to adapt quickly

+

High potential to scale due to efficient task and resource reassignment

-

Severe security and privacy risks as the network is based on sharing tasks and data
between multiple independent nodes

Fig. 1

-

Very difficult to be compliant with data protection regulations such as GDPR

A decentralized IoT network (Fig. 2) often has an organizational structure, meaning

Decentralized IoT

that nodes are clustered in smaller networks with so-called super-nodes which are the
central processing point for sub-networks and facilitate the communication between
constrained devices.
+

No single-point network failure due to independent sub-networks (may shut down
an entire sub-network)

Fig. 2

+

Facilitates geographically challenged machine to machine communication

-

Hard to implement and concerns over processing power and storage capabilities

-

Similar privacy and security concerns to those seen in distributed system, due to
similar data exchange and storage vulnerabilities

Unlikely to occur in their purest form and more likely to be an amalgamation of several
concepts. The type of network created with IoT devices is also dependent on the role

Centralized IoT

of different parts of the tech-stack.
A centralized network (Fig. 3) is built around a central platform or server to manage all
nodes in the system. The central server receives requests from various nodes and
assign tasks to various nodes. The server is the central connector for the various nodes.

Fig. 3

+

Easy to maintain, manage, secure and control through centralized platform

+

Relatively easy to adhere to data protection regulations such as GDPR

+

Reduced costs as redundancies of storage and processing power are avoided

-

Single-point network failure is an important issue

-

Hardware specifications for nodes are strict, may lead to inefficiencies with nonstandard devices and nodes
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Lower max efficiency level due to more limited and less agile computing power
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Mixed IoT Network

Currently, the IoT is somewhere in between decentralized and centralized systems (e.g.
Fig. 4), as most IoT devices are constrained in their storage and processing power.
Further, a lot of networks employ a central management platform which gives the
opportunity to remotely control network nodes. This, however, does not mean that
there is no M2M communication but rather that the previously described archetypes
are unlikely too.

IoT Tech-Stack
To better understand how IoT functions, this paper will further illuminate the
technology stack that typically makes up the architecture of an IoT network or system.
There are three interacting stacks: (1) sensors, (2) micro-controllers and internet
connectivity (gateways), and (3) service platform. Also, it needs to be noted that
there are three cross-stack functionalities: security, ontologies, and development tools
and SDKs.

Fig. 4

Sensors and Constrained Devices

(Eclipse Foundation Inc
IoT Working Group, 2019)
Fig.5

The sensor tech-stack (Fig. 5) consist of an IoT operating system (OS), hardware
abstraction, and communication support:
•
IoT Operating System, that may be mechanical (instead of digital) or have
embedded OSsthat are particularly made for constrained devices and focus on IoT
capabilities.
•
Hardware Abstraction is a software layer that enables access to hardware
functions of the micro control unit (MCU) (e.g. flash memory, general-purpose
input/output (GPIOs), serial interfaces, etc.)
•
Communication Support for protocols and drivers that enable devices to connect
to any protocol (e.g. Bluetooth, Z-Wave, Thread, CAn bus, MQTT, CoAP, etc.) and
enabling device communication
Lastly, sensor devices are remotely manageable, giving it firm-ware updates or
checking its functionality (e.g. battery life).
(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT Working Group, 2019)

Gateways

(Eclipse Foundation Inc
IoT Working Group, 2019)
Fig. 6
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Most IoT devices are constrained to avoid redundancy and overall costs. This means
that they have a processing instance with connectivity to the network which
is commonly referred to as a gateway (Fig. 6). Some devices have the gateway
included in their soft- and hardware. Gateways generally contain these components:
•
Operating System, that is general-purpose (in most cases) operating system (e.g.
Linux/Ubuntu)
•
Application Container / Runtime Environment contains the processing and
computing power to run application code, and support dynamic application
updates (e.g. support for Java, Python, or node)
•
Communication and Connectivity supported by several connectivity protocols to
connect with different devices (e.g. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Z-Wave, Thread, ZigBee) and
networks (eg Ethernet, cellular, Wi-Fi, satellite, etc.) and ensure the integrity,
security, and confidentiality of the communications
•
Data Management & Messaging enables local persistence to support offline
mode, network latency, and real-time analytics and provides the ability to forward
device data consistently to an IoT Platform
A gateway is remotely manageable, giving it the ability to remotely provision,
configure, startup/shutdown gateways as well as the applications running on the
gateways.
(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT Working Group, 2019)
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IoT Management and Connectivity Platform

(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT
Working Group, 2019)
Fig. 7

Connectivity and Message Routing IoT platforms (Fig. 7) need to be able to interact
with very large numbers of devices and gateways using different protocols and
data formats, and then normalize those formats to allow for easy integration into
the rest of the enterprise:
•
Device Management and Device Registry identifying devices and gateways
working in an IoT solution with the ability to provision new software updates
and manage the devices
•
Data Management and Storage that supports the volume and variety of IoT
data
•
Event Management, Analytics & UI that supports scalable event processing,
the ability to consolidate and analyze data to create reports, graphs, and
dashboards
•
Application Enablement describes the ability to create reports, graphs,
dashboards, and more, and to use API for application integration
(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT Working Group, 2019)

Cross Stack Functionalities

Across the different stacks of an IoT solution are a number of features that need to be considered for any IoT architecture,
including:
•
Security, which needs to be implemented from the devices to the cloud features (e.g. authentication, encryption, and
authorization)
•
Ontologies which provide the format and description of device data, enabling data analytics and data interoperability, and
ability to define ontologies and meta-data across different non-homogenous domains is key for IoT
•
Development tools and SDKs for IoT solutions that support various hardware and software platforms
(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT Working Group, 2019)

(Eclipse Foundation Inc IoT Working Group,
2019)
Fig. 8
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Supply | Chain

Assurance of status of sensitive
goods and securely pass that
information to other parties:
• Lower supply costs
• More efficient provisioning
• Lower failure rates (less
counterfeit, theft, contamination and others)
Key Requirements:
• IoT devices, smart sensors
• IoT management platform
• Data security & integrity for
compliance

Remote Patient
Monitoring

Capture real-time patient data
using IoT devices:
• More efficient care provision
• More effective patient care
• Reduction of costs for care
provision
Key requirements:
• IoT devices for patient
monitoring
• IoT connectivity & management platform
• Data integrity & security at
scale

Transactive Energy

Create a new transactive energy
model using IoT devices:
• More efficient & effective
provisioning
• Lower costs
• Responsive pricing
• More collaborative provider/
consumer relationships
Requirements:
• IoT
devices
for
energy
provisioning & management
• Smart meters for con-sumption
measurement and billing
• Data integrity to verify at scale

Economic Impact and Use Cases
The generic process underlying most IIoT application is the collection of data which is
then processed shared, and used for further action, creating requests, sending, giving
assignments, create a repository or giving strategical or operational insights, and more.
This simple underlying process enabling efficient automation and effective sharing of
necessary information has made a profound impact on many industries, from
healthcare over logistics to energy and utilities.

Supply Cain | Cold Chain

IoT us often used in supply chains, certain chains require a lot of attention due to the
sensitivity of the products supplied, such as cold chains for pharmaceuticals or other
perishable goods. IoT solutions for cold chains are used to decrease product failure
and increase trust in the products delivered, since they can provide a complete picture
of the conditions under which sensitive foods have been transported and stored,
creating real-time visibility.
This is why it is key for all if participating parties to have some way of verifying whether
the data is in its original state or not. Further, this is of great importance as regulators
made suppliers proof that their chain has adhered to regulations.

Remote Patient Monitoring
The healthcare sector has found many incredible applications for IoT. Especially
regarding patient care, the health sector has made huge strides forward with solutions
like remote patient monitoring. Treatments for chronic diseases in particular are and
will profit immensely from IoT applications, one of them would be in regards to
diabetes patients.
Diabetes, for instance, has become a “global epidemic” with over 475 million people
suffering worldwide. Further, the number is growing and is expected to rise to about
642 million by 2040. A large telecommunications provider, for example, has teamed
up with an IoT sensor company specialized in diabetes IoT devices with an attached
management and data exchange platform to provide increased service to patients,
especially less mobile or remotely living individuals. (Vodafone, 2019) (Diabetes.co.uk,
2019)
Solution providers need to be not only responsible but compliant with health and
personal data regulations, this implies that data is not only safe but unchanged. If
patient data is tampered with, there are lives at risk. This means that every piece of data
needs to provide some sort of mechanism to check for its integrity to be compliant.

Transactive Energy
The utility sector has increasingly opened up towards IoT applications for consumers.
Energy – as a sub-segment of utilities – has seen many incredible innovations.
Within a transactive microgrid, “prosumers” (individuals that are consumers and
produces at the same time (Prof. Dr. Markgraf, 2019), consumers with energy
generation and storage capabilities supplying to the energy grid) can trade energy with
each other thereby smoothing the load on the main grid using local supply. In the past
providing security, safety, and privacy in a transactive energy system was often
facilitated by finding an entity of trust to enable effective business.
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What all IoT applications have in common is the processing and use of mission-critical

Provide a tamperproof record of thirdparty and open code
used, and models,
applications and code
developed at any
moment in time, improving security, trust
and transparency for
archiving and other
business processes.

information, which in turn brings back the question of how organizations manage to
stay in control and remain compliant regarding the use of data? Not only that but
how can organizations make sure that their information is trustworthy to other parties?
For the last question, the answer seems obvious: find an entity of trust to facilitate
business. This, however, has several drawbacks; first it takes time to agree upon a
common source of trust, the process of finding one might take time and effort, every
additional partner needs to agree on this source of trust, different markets might not
accept the middle-man, and lastly employing the services of a ‘trust-giving’ middle-man
is often costly and slow – hindering business.
What all of the IoT data-based business processes need is independently verifiable trust
created though an immutable mathematical process that can run in parallel to the
actual business processes. This would present the opportunity to every party in a chain
of production to verify underlying data and information themselves when required
without slowing down the process unnecessarily.

Summary
The Internet of Things is and will be a revolutionary force in many industries across the
globe and will change lives for the better. In the next decade, the number of devices

Cryptowerk

Cryptowerk envisions a future
where proof of integrity is
embedded into all business data.
To make that vision a reality,
Cryptowerk has developed the first
GDPR and CCPA compliant data
integrity cloud service that makes it
possible to verify the integrity and
authenticity of any digital asset at
massive scale using blockchain
technology. For more information
visit: www.cryptowerk.com

that are connected and able to communicate with each other independently will rise
exponentially, constrained mostly by the scarcity of resources and pushed by
increasing efficiency, effectiveness and decrease costs of most if not all affected
industries.
With the incredible growth of IoT devices and network(s), there will also be a massive
increase in the amount of data produced and processed for analytics, data exchanges,
and further actions.
All the positive attributes of collecting and processing huge amounts of data have been
made apparent throughout this paper. However, on the other side, organizations now
have to manage, maintain and secure the massive amounts of data, especially
regarding existing and upcoming data protection and management regulations such
as GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA or SOX. With industries evolving, so to will regulation evolve
further and increase pressure on companies to fervently and pro-actively seek out
solutions to be prepared. In this new world, traditional security methods will not be
enough -- distributed technologies, based on mathematical principles, will likely play a
vital role in proving data provenance, data integrity, and data security.

CRYPTOWERK CORP. 2955
CAMPUS DR.
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
WWW.CRYPTOWERK.COM
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